Rauh: A face you can’t forget

BY IRIE M. SAMSON
Assistant Editor

He has one of the most recognizable faces in Pittsburgh. When you meet him, you know you’ve seen him somewhere—perhaps the TV commercial with the
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COLLEGE SAVINGS PLANS VS. UTMA ACCOUNTS

Our series has focused on $529 College Savings Plans. Since many parents are interested for college through Uniform Transfers to Minor accounts, we offer here a quick comparison between the two vehicles.

Transfers to UTMA accounts and $529 Plans are completed gifts in the eyes of the IRS. Moreover, since funds are available for immediate use, both cannot be retracted, and when the beneficiary reaches age 18, the account is taxed on ordinary income, short and long-term capital gains at the beneficiary’s generally lower rates.

UTMA plans are available for immediate use, both tax-deferred, each year, the UTMA account is taxed on ordinary income, and the beneficiary is not allowed to deduct the amount contributed.

Since many have

The young Rauh began performing at a tender age. “When I was at Shady Side grade school, I did plays,” he smiles. By the time Rauh got to high school, however, he wasn’t interested in acting.

When Rauh was ready to graduate, he realized he was at a “crossroads.” My mother wanted me to go to Carnegie Mellon, but I wanted to go to Carnegie Tech,” Rauh said. “I helped launch—" and found out she was back on the stage a year after I was born.
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